
From cars to watches, 
sharing sites offer 
slice of luxury 
PARIS/ZURICH: Online platforms offering rentals or
shares in everything from glitzy watches to sports
cars are making inroads in the luxury goods market,
as a shift in consumer habits begins to head up mar-
ket.  Playing off the sharing economy model popular-
ized by the likes of Airbnb, such companies invite
people to enjoy luxury brands without spending a
fortune. For example, a fixed monthly fee gives a
consumer use of a Rolex watch for a few weeks
which they then send back to exchange for another
luxury brand.

Businesses say the market for renting or co-
investing in everything from jewellery to fine art is
taking off with moderately well-off clients aspiring to
a taste of the high life, and potentially the seriously
wealthy. “The modern generation leads a very differ-
ent life, people want to keep their options open,”
said Marco Abele, who formerly worked in digital
banking at Credit Suisse and is now developing shar-
ing platform TEND, set to launch in Switzerland in
March. 

Tradable stakes 
The platform offers people ways of buying trad-

able stakes in a Porsche or a vineyard, for a return on
their investment and a chance to go for occasional
spins in the car or get customized bottles.  While
aiming to “democratise” luxury, its target customers
are not quite every man or woman: their net worth
would be around 100,000 to 1 million Swiss francs
($1 million), Abele said. 

While still small, the sharing economy is predicted
to grow from around $15 billion in 2016 to $335 bil-
lion by 2025, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Luxury is only a small part of that but has potential.
“It’s not a significant market, but it’s getting under
way, it will become more significant,” said Olivier
Abtan, a luxury specialist at Boston Consulting
Group. “There are a lot of start-ups and especially
young people piling into this.”

Eleven James, a US-based watch rental  s ite
launched in 2014, is considering moving into jew-

ellery and artworks and may expand overseas, Chief
Executive Olivier Reza said.  The company - whose
monthly fees range from $150 to $500, depending on
the value of the watches - used to rent out its own
stock. But in November it opened up to collectors
wanting to lease their timepieces.   “This mainly
came about because of consumer demand,” Reza
said. “People have more watches, they can’t wear
them all at once, they tire of them.”

Test before buying
For some luxury manufacturers, this budding mar-

ket may be an unwelcome development.  They had
only just started to make peace with e-commerce,
having long been afraid that online sales might dilute
their brands, and are still fighting to control distribu-
tion, resisting moving onto mainstream sites such as
Amazon.

Now they run the risk of missing out on sales as
people rent a piece of the luxury they offer, making
items more accessible - and ubiquitous - undermin-
ing their exclusivity.  Still, rentals of evening dresses
or designer items by Chanel or Louis Vuitton have
long existed, as have co-investments in assets
including private jets and yachts.  Online platforms
offer a means of rapidly expanding such services. 

For watch enthusiast Chi Chan, 43, a New York-
based IT developer who has consigned four watches
to Eleven James, the rental site is an easy way of
testing before buying. “It is very intimidating some-
times to go to a boutique with the salespeople judg-
ing you,” said Chan, suggesting online leasing was
less pressured. —Reuters
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Crew of three 
docks at ISS
A three-man space crew made up of American and
Japanese rookie astronauts and an experienced
Russian cosmonaut successfully docked at the
International Space Station to begin a six-month
mission yesterday. NASA TV footage showed the
Soyuz MS-07 capsule containing Scott Tingle of
NASA, Anton Shkaplerov of Roscosmos and
Norishige Kanai of the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency dock at the ISS at 0839 GMT following a
two-day flight. A NASA TV commentator hailed the
“textbook arrival” of the trio at the orbital lab posi-
tioned more than 250 miles above “the boot of Italy”
at the time of contact.

In a statement, Roscosmos also confirmed that the
Soyuz MS-07 had “successfully docked” at the ISS.
The space travelers who blasted off from Russia’s
Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan in freezing con-
ditions Sunday will now join Russia’s Alexander
Misurkin and NASA pair Mark Vande Hei and Joe
Acaba currently aboard the ISS. Both Tingle, 52, and
Kanai, 40, are in space for the first time but flight com-
mander Shkaplerov, 43, is an experienced hand. The
former Russian military pilot has spent exactly a year
in space over two missions and will mark his birthday
in orbit for the third time in February next year.

Kanai is the youngest astronaut in the history of
the Japanese space agency, and the last of a trio of
Japanese astronauts who were certified for travel to
the ISS back in 2011. US Navy captain Tingle is a
graduate of Purdue University in Indiana, which also
counts space legend Neil Armstrong among its alum-
ni. While most flights to the ISS now take around six
hours, the trio took the more circuitous two-day
route due to the lab’s position in space at the time of
the launch.

Yesterday’s docking marks a prompt crew rota-
tion after Sergei Ryazansky of Roscosmos, NASA’s
Randy Bresnik and European Space Agency astro-
naut Paolo Nespoli returned to Earth Thursday.
NASA stopped its own manned launches to the ISS
in 2011 but recently moved to increase the crew
complement on the US section of the ISS to four as
the Russians cut theirs to two in a cost-saving meas-
ure announced last year. The ISS laboratory, a rare
example of American and Russian cooperation, has
been orbiting Earth at about 28,000 kilometers per
hour since 1998. — AFP

Another thorn in the side for US-based company

Uber suffers new blow as EU 
court rules it’s a taxi service

BRUSSELS: The EU’s top court ruled yesterday that
Uber is an ordinary transportation company instead
of an app and should be regulated as such, in a deci-
sion that is being closely watched around the world.
Hailed by the plaintiffs-a Spanish taxi association-as
“a social victory”, the case is yet another thorn in the
side for US-based Uber, which has drawn the fury of
taxi drivers and officials for flouting local regulations.

It also comes the same week as one of its drivers
admitted to the attempted rape and murder of a
British embassy worker coming home from a night out
in Beirut, Lebanon. “The service provided by Uber
connecting individuals with non-professional drivers
is covered by services in the field of transport,” said
the Luxembourg-based European Court of Justice.

“Member states can therefore regulate the condi-
tions for providing that service.” Uber, the biggest
name in the growing gig economy, claims it is a mere
service provider, connecting consumers with drivers
in more than 600 cities. Uber has run into huge

opposition from taxi companies and other competi-
tors who say this allows it to dodge costly regulations
such as training and licensing requirements for driv-
ers and vehicles.

The case was brought by
a taxi drivers’ association in
the Spanish city of Barcelona,
where belief runs high that
Uber is a taxi company that
should be subject to rules
governing such vehicles.
“This will truly represent a
social victory, and the whole
of society will benefit from
this,” Ivan Esma, spokesman
for the Elite Taxi association,
told reporters, adding that
“the road will be long” for the ruling to be enforced.

Uber said the ruling would make little difference in
practice. “This ruling will not change things in most EU

countries where we already operate under transporta-
tion law,” an Uber spokesperson said in an emailed
statement. “However, millions of Europeans are still
prevented from using apps like ours.” In a dense legal

judgement, the ECJ said
that Uber was a service that
connects “by means of a
smartphone application and
for remuneration non-pro-
fessional drivers using their
own vehicle with persons
who wish to make urban
journeys.”

That means it is “inher-
ently linked to a transport
service and, accordingly,
must be classified as a ‘ser-

vice in the field of transport’ within the meaning of EU
law.” The EU court’s senior adviser had said in a legal
opinion in May that Uber was indeed a transport com-

pany. Uber has had a rough ride in Spain, where a
judge ruled in 2014 that its UberPop service risked
breaking the law, leading to the Barcelona submission
to the ECJ. Early last year it decided to only operate a
limited a version of its UberX service in Spain which
uses licensed, professional drivers instead of the ama-
teurs who had previously worked via the UberPop
application. Uber has already had problems with the law
in several European countries, particularly France where
the company was forced to overhaul its business model.

In November a labour court in London, where the
company is threatened with losing its license, said it
had to pay the drivers a minimum wage and give them
paid leave. Uber does not employ drivers or own vehi-
cles, but instead relies on private contractors with their
own cars, allowing them to run their own businesses.
Licensed taxi drivers meanwhile often have to undergo
hundreds of hours of training, and they accuse Uber of
endangering their jobs by using cheaper drivers who
rely only on a GPS to get around. —AFP

North Korea’s new 
front: Cyberheists
SEOUL: The messages are alluring, the pictures are
attractive. But the women seeking to beguile South
Korean Bitcoin executives could actually be hackers
from Pyongyang in disguise, experts warn. In the face
of sanctions over its banned nuclear and ballistic mis-
sile programs, the cash-strapped North is deploying
an army of well-trained hackers with an eye on a
lucrative new source of hard currency, they say.

Its cyberwarfare abilities first came to prominence
when it was accused of hacking into Sony Pictures
Entertainment to take revenge for “The Interview”, a
satirical film that mocked its leader, Kim Jong-Un.
But it has rapidly expanded from political to financial
targets, such as the central bank of Bangladesh and
Bitcoin exchanges around the world, with
Washington this week blaming it for the WannaCry
ransomware that wreaked havoc earlier this year.
And a South Korean cryptocurrency exchange shut
down on Tuesday after losing 17 percent of its assets
in a hacking-its second cyberattack this year, with
the North accused of being behind the first.

According to multiple South Korean reports citing
Seoul’s intelligence agency, North Korean hackers
approach workers at digital exchanges by posing as
beautiful women on Facebook, striking online con-
versations and eventually sending files containing
malicious code. They also bombard executives with
emails posing as job seekers sending resumes-with
the files containing malware to steal personal and
exchange data.

Moon Jong-Hyun, director at Seoul cybersecurity
firm EST Security, said the North had stepped up
online honeytrap tactics targeting Seoul’s govern-
ment and military officials in recent years. “They
open Facebook accounts and maintain the online
friendship for months before backstabbing the tar-
gets in the end,” Moon told a cybersecurity forum,
adding many profess to be studying at a US college
or working at a research think tank.

‘Criminal enterprise’ 
Simon Choi, director of Seoul cybersecurity firm

Hauri, has accumulated vast troves of data on
Pyongyang’s hacking activities and has been warning
about potential ransomware attacks by the North
since 2016. The United States has reportedly stepped
up cyberattacks of its own against Pyongyang. But
Choi told AFP: “The North’s hacking operations are
upgrading from attacks on ‘enemy states’ to a shady,
lucrative moneymaking machine in the face of more
sanctions.” 

Pyongyang’s hackers have showed interest in
Bitcoin since at least 2012, he said, with attacks spik-
ing whenever the cryptocurrency surges-and it has

soared around 20-fold this year. US cybersecurity
firm FireEye noted that a lack of regulations and “lax
anti-money laundering controls” in many countries
make digital currencies an “attractive tactic” for the
North.  Cryptocurrencies, it said in a September
report, were “becoming a target of interest by a
regime that operates in many ways like a criminal
enterprise”. 

It documented three attempts by the North to
hack into Seoul cryptocurrency exchanges between
May and July as a way to “fund the state or personal
coffers of Pyongyang’s elite”. In October, Lazarus, a
hacking group linked with the North, launched a
malicious phishing campaign targeting people in the
bitcoin industry with a fake but lucrative job offer,
according to US cybersecurity firm Secureworks.

‘Hard to predict’ 
Hacking attacks targeting digital currencies are

only the latest in the long list of alleged online finan-
cial heists by the North. The North is blamed for a
massive $81 million cyber-heist from the Bangladesh
Central Bank (BCB) in 2016, as well as the theft of
$60 million from Taiwan’s Far Eastern International
Bank in October. 

Although Pyongyang has angrily denied the accu-
sations-which it described as a “slander” against the
authorities-analysts say the digital footprints left
behind suggest otherwise. The attack on the BCB

was linked to “nation-state actors in the North”,
cybersecurity firm Symantec said, while the
Taiwanese bank theft had some of the “hallmarks” of
Lazarus, according to the British defense firm BAE
Systems. 

Proceeds from such actions are laundered through
casinos in the Philippines and Macau or money
exchanges in China, said Lim Jong-In, a cyber-secu-
rity professor at Korea University in Seoul, making it
“virtually impossible” to trace. The global WannaCry
ransomware attack in May infected some 300,000
computers in 150 nations, encrypting their files and
demanding hundreds of dollars from their owners for
the keys to get them back. 

Experts say that young hacking talents are hand-
picked at school to be groomed at elite Kim Chaek
University of Technology or Kim Il Sung Military
University in Pyongyang, and now number more than
7,000. They were once believed to be operating
mostly at home or neighboring China, but analysis by
cybersecurity firm Recorded Future noted “signifi-
cant physical and virtual North Korean presences” in
countries as far away as Kenya and Mozambique.
FireEye CEO Kevin Mandia put the North among a
quartet of countries-along with Iran, Russia and
China-that accounted for more than 90 percent of
cybersecurity breaches the firm dealt with. Its hack-
ers, he said, were “interesting to respond to and hard
to predict”.  —AFP

SEOUL: A man is reflected on a screen showing exchange rates of cryptocurrencies at an exchange. —AFP

YouTube seals deal 
with top music label 
NEW YORK: YouTube said Tuesday that it had sealed a
licensing agreement with the world’s largest music label
conglomerate Universal as the video behemoth explores
creating a new streaming service. YouTube, which is part of
Google, said it reached a long-term agreement with the
Universal Music Group, months after a deal with competitor
Warner Music. A joint statement did not specify the terms
but hinted that the agreement would address compensation
by YouTube, a constant source of irritation within the music
industry.

“This important step forward provides our recording
artists and songwriters improved content flexibility and
growing compensation from YouTube’s ad-supported and
paid-subscription tiers,” Universal chairman and CEO
Lucian Grainge said in the statement. He said the agreement
also advanced “YouTube’s commitment to manage music
rights on its platform.”

The recorded music industry has posted two years of
solid growth after years in the doldrums thanks to the rapid
growth of subscriptions on Spotify, Apple Music and other
streaming platforms. But the industry, led by the IFPI trade
group, has long berated YouTube for the rates it pays.
YouTube argues that it pays a fair price. With the video
site’s focus on user-generated content, YouTube enjoys
protection under United States law that largely absolves
internet companies from responsibility for users’ activities.

With Google languishing behind in music streaming, sev-
eral technology sites reported last month that YouTube is
preparing the launch of its own streaming service in 2018.
The video site already has a YouTube Music platform and
the advertising-free YouTube Red subscriptions, but it is
reportedly looking to set up a more elaborate site on the
model of the major, on-demand music services. The licens-
ing agreements would be vital for a successful YouTube
streaming service, with music fans unlikely to embrace a
platform that has glaring gaps in its catalog. —AFP
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